The simple structures formed by charged particles confined in a harmonic potential have been investigated and the configurations ofminimum potential energy were identified. For fewer than 12 particles these form polyhedrons centered on the oriin. For structures with 13-22 particles one sits in the middle, for 23-26 particles two are in the interior, etc., until a third shell starts forming at 60. When the isotropy of the trap is changed, distortions and discrete phase changes are seen. These structures should correspond to ones formed in ion traps at very low temperatures.
ABSTRACT
The simple structures formed by charged particles confined in a harmonic potential have been investigated and the configurations ofminimum potential energy were identified. For fewer than 12 particles these form polyhedrons centered on the oriin. For structures with 13-22 particles one sits in the middle, for 23-26 particles two are in the interior, etc., until a third shell starts forming at 60. When the isotropy of the trap is changed, distortions and discrete phase changes are seen. These structures should correspond to ones formed in ion traps at very low temperatures.
Systems of cold ions settle into stable configurations whose shapes depend only on the confining potential and the interionic Coulomb forces. The nature of these configurations has been considered previously, at least since the time of J. J. Thompson' s classical model of the atom (1, 2) . With recent advances in the techniques of trapping and cooling ion clouds, such systems have become accessible to experimental investigation. At very low internal temperatures, the ions arrange themselves into symmetric crystalline arrays, a process that can be observed in laboratory ion traps of both the Penning (3) and Paul (4, 5) types. This followed early studies of charged Al particles suspended in a radio-frequency field by Langmuir and coworkers (6) .
A number of calculations have addressed the problem of finding the configuration ofminimum potential energy (CME) for various types of external confining potentials. In particular, several have published results on the CME for a small cloud of ions (N < 30) stored in an isotropic harmonic potential, but disagreements remain (7) (8) (9) . The main purpose of the present note is to identify these configurations and so resolve some of the discrepancies in the literature. Furthermore, because some experimental work has also been performed for nonisotropic harmonic potentials, we explore how some of the minimum energy configurations change as the symmetry of the external harmonic potential varies.
The problem is one of classical physics; the dimensions are large compared to the wavelength of the ions. Since the number of degrees of freedom in these "Coulomb crystals" is large even for few ions, all but the most symmetrical configurations are studied here using numerical techniques. We apply several such methods, including molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations, as well as direct multidimensional numerical minimization of the potential energy. The minimum configurations from the various methods were always consistent with each other.
The strengths of confining potentials commonly used in ion traps produce ion clouds with interparticle spacings on the order of a few to tens of micrometers, and the confining potential is approximately harmonic (4, 5 where the positions of the ions are given by ri = (xi, yi, zd), (i = 1, . . . , N), q is the ionic charge, d = (q2/mco2)'/3 is the unit length in a spherically symmetric harmonic potential of natural frequency c for charged particles of mass m. The "trap parameter" a determines the symmetry of the external harmonic potential. Although in general it is possible to have different natural frequencies in the three directions, experiments have so far concentrated on the spherically symmetric (a = 1) and cylindrically symmetric (a # 1) cases.
Our molecular dynamics program is derived from that used (10) in the investigation of possible order in heavy-ion storage rings, where both two-and three-dimensionally confined many-particle systems were studied. For a given number of ions, each molecular dynamics calculation was started at a high temperature, then the system was slowly damped until a very low temperature was attained. In terms of the plasma parameter F = (q2/a)/kT (where kT is the temperature of the cloud and a is the interion spacing), all systems began with r < 1 and cooled to I > 2 x 105; an infinite homogeneous plasma has been shown to crystallize into a body-centered cubic lattice (11) (12) (13) at r 178 (14) .
At the end of a complete run, the total potential energy of the system was stable to a few parts in 103 for the most flexible systems and typically a few parts in 104 for the more rigid ones. Initial configurations were varied to check that the final ordering was indeed the lowest one and not a local minimum. This procedure was found to be particularly important for N > 19, where many ions must simultaneously change positions to get from a local minimum to the global one, and the local minima are very closely spaced in energy. Further, geometric optimizations (constrained and unconstrained) were performed on many of the structures to verify that the true minimum in the potential energy was indeed achieved.
The Monte Carlo algorithm, used principally for N < 10 and a # 1, moves ions randomly with a given step size 6x and keeps the move only if the energy of the configuration is reduced. As a minimum in U is approached, Ax is reduced to improve convergence until changes in the energy fall below a critical value. Up to 50 randomly generated initial conditions were used to make reasonably certain that all possible local minima were found. A conjugate gradient algorithm (15) was also employed in some cases to further improve the accuracy of the minimum energy configurations found from Abbreviation: CME, configuration of minimum potential energy.
The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. Table 1 and shown in Fig. 1 . It is evident that a number of the configurations do not agree with intuitive expectations. For example, when N = 8, the ions do not lie on the vertices of a cube but form two squares rotated by 450 with respect to each other (7), their respective centers separated by a distance 0.979 times their edge. Earlier publications incorrectly identified the "centered" tetrahedron (i.e., a tetrahedron with afifth particle at its center) as the global minimum for five particles (9) , the centered octahedron for seven (9) , the cube for eight (8, 9) , and the centered cube for the system of nine ions (9) . Once the true minimum is known, it becomes fairly obvious that the other configurations are saddle points on the potential energy surface-some have been included in Table 1 with some configurations that correspond to local energy minima. Note that shapes in which there is a rotational symmetry axis through each atom are guaranteed by symmetry to be stationary points of some order because there can be no resultant tangential force on any atom (16, 17) . Methods of constrained optimization were employed to characterize these saddles, and some transition states were explicitly optimized using the CeranMiller eigenvector-following method (18, 19 (20) was the predominant low-energy pathway for single-shell rearrangements, just as it is in small Lennard-Jones clusters and main group ligated clusters such as borohydrides (19) . Unless otherwise noted, all values pertain to the configuration of minimum energy. Units of distance and energy are as discussed in the text. Under number of particles, some configurations suggested by others as having minimum energy are indented, and where some particles are in the center, the parentheses give the number in the outer polyhedron + the number in the center. Under geometric description, the number of particles in the interior is given in parentheses. For interparticle spacing, the number of times a particular spacing occurs in the structure is given in parentheses.
*Configurations erroneously assigned as the configuration of minimum energy in ref. 9. tConfigurations erroneously assigned as the configuration of minimum energy in ref. 8. tRefers to a configuration that is a local minimum.
§We are indebted to R. Hasse for pointing out to us the correct configuration of minimum energy for 22 In the simulation of large ionic systems, it had been found (10, 13, 21, 22) that cold ion clouds arrange themselves in layered structures, and for isotropic confinement these take the form of concentric spherical shells. Such shell structure has been confirmed experimentally (3). We have investigated the onset of the formation of shells in small systems. As can be seen from the tables, the polyhedral structure of the ionic configuration evolves in a straight-forward fashion until N = 13, where it becomes energetically favorable to have a single ion inside the shell. For 22 < N < 27, there are two ions inside the outer envelope, etc. Near the transition from n to n + 1 ions inside the shell, there are local minima that may have one extra or one fewer ion within the outer shell. For instance, the case of N = 25 was erroneously reported (7) The inner-shell structures obtained are analogous in shape to those for the corresponding number ofions confined alone.
The configurations of inner-shell ions, however, have slightly larger radii than the same free structures-they are slightly attracted to the "holes" in the next shell. Table 2 gives a comparison of these configurations for a few such systems. ForN = 100 (a case studied in ref. 22 ), all ofthe local minima were qualitatively similar to those observed previously: there were three concentric shells with 4, 26, and 70 ions, and the lattice structure within the outer shells was the distorted two-dimensional hexagonal lattice that is the characteristic arrangement on the layered surfaces oflarger systems (10, 22) . These observations can be explained using idealized models for the cloud's lattice structure (23) . The models lead to an estimate that up to 60 concentric shells may be required before the interior of the cloud takes on a body-centered cubic lattice structure (i.e., the structure of an infinite system).
The radius of the configuration changes relatively smoothly with the total number of particles, as may be noticed in Fig. 2 where the mean radius divided by the arbitrary factor NO`4"7 is displayed. Some discontinuities are evident. For instance, the emergence of an inner ion in the 13-ion configuration increases the radius of the outer icosahedron by 7 .6%. Analogously, more than 1 ion inside the shell volume causes the outer shell to become deformed by a small amount along the symmetry axis of the internal structure. The two ions in systems with 22 < N < 27 deform the outer shell along the dumbbell axis causing it to be 4-5% larger along the axis than perpendicular to it. For the 27-particle configuration, which has an equilateral triangle within the shell volume, the radius is ==4.5% larger in the plane of the triangle than perpendicular to it.
For an anisotropic confinement (a #A 1 in Eq. 1), it is evident that the configuration of lowest energy will change. We find that as the trap parameter a is varied continuously, the CME also changes continuously except at specific a values at which jumps in the symmetry of the CME occur. These jumps are due to competing local energy minima, which become lowest energy at these a values. The transitions are similar to the structural phase transitions of charges confined to move on simple surfaces (24) . They can be classified according to the type of discontinuous change in a symmetry parameter (the mean cloud radius (r), for example): some behave like first-order transitions ((r) has a discontinuity) and some behave like phase transitions of the second kind (derivatives of (r) with respect to a are discontinuous). Furthermore, as was previously noted for the spherical case, there can be more than one stable local minimum at a given a value. Stability of a given equilibrium has been studied by numerical determination of the spectrum of normal mode frequencies. When one or more of the frequencies becomes imaginary, the equilibrium is no longer stable. In the following cases, the range of a values over which a given configuration is stable is the same as the range over which the configuration is the CME, except where specifically stated otherwise.
The case ofN = 2 is trivial; for a < 1 the ions sit on opposite sides of the origin in the x-y plane; the distance between the ions is (2/a)1/3. For a > 1 the ions are aligned along the z axis; the distance between them is 21/3. These are the only stable configurations. The point a = 1 is special in that any rotation of the configuration around the origin is allowed; this rotational symmetry occurs for all N values. For N = 3, three configurations are stable, again with nonoverlapping regimes of stability. For a < 1, the ions form an equilateral triangle in the x-y plane with sides of length (3/a)1/3. For 1 < a < 12/5, the ions form an isosceles triangle with the long side parallel to the z axis; for a > 12/5, the ions are squeezed onto the z axis; the distance between the ions is (5/4)1/3.
As N increases the observed minimum energy structures become ever more complex. For example, for N = 4, six distinct symmetries are found; they have nonoverlapping regimes of stability except in configurations ii and iii, which are both stable in the range 1.40 < a < 1.63. (ii) For 0.677 < a < 1.4705 (stable for 0.677 < a < 1.6279), the configuration is no longer coplanar; it becomes a tetrahedron with two equal-length edges that are perpendicular to and bisected by the z axis.
(iii) For 1.4705 < a < 2 x 33/2/(1 + 33/2) = 1.677 (stable for 1.4019 < a < 1.677), the tetrahedron now has one edge parallel to the z axis and one perpendicular.
(iv) For 1.677 < a < 2.8468, the configuration becomes a coplanar parallelogram with two ions on the z axis and two in the x-y plane.
(v) For 2.8468 < a < 4.1542, the parallelogram is squeezed so that the ions previously in the x-y plane move out of the plane, one falling above and the other below.
(vi) For 4.1542 < a < 0, the ions are squeezed onto the z axis with the spacing between the inner pair 0.9250 times that between the outer ones.
For [1 - (r/ro)2]1/2 (where ro is the radius of the cloud).
To summarize, the symmetrical shapes seen for cold ionic systems in an isotropic harmonic well go through a variety of simple shapes that change when the confining well deviates from isotropy. Many aspects of the symmetries and the dynamics of ions in ion traps are likely to be influenced by more detailed study of these configurations.
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